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Fluid Events near 
Surfaces

Bio-fluid Mechanics

4/9/2009
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Velocity Gradient

Fig. 6.3
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Velocity gradient: From linear to asymptotic
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Boundary Layer

4

Laminar Boundary Layer

Thickness of the gradient region (i.e. boundary layer):      
(500 < Re < 500,000)

99% final free-stream velocity=
ρ
μδ

v
x599.0 =

Fig. 8.1

5.0Re5 −= xx
δ

Or, in dimensionless term:

Local Re
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ρ
μδ

v
x599.0 = 5.0Re5 −= xx

δ
Some assumptions of using or

1. Flat plate // flow– skin friction, no pressure drag

2. Plate has a sharp leading edge

3. vz = 0, δ<< x

(z-component flow neglected when Re > 500)

4. Laminar flow (Re < 500,000)

(Turbulent boundary layer another formula)
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More useful for biological applications:

μ
ρ

x
vzvvx 33.0=x- velocity of the linear region of 

the boundary layer (about half):

Alternative definition:  linear portion extends outward 

until vx = v 

e.g. spore-bearing stalk of fungus– 90% free 

stream velocity is more appropriate

ρ
μδ

v
x390.0 =

][ 5.1vvx ∝
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Drag & the Boundary Layer

Boundary layer provides local shelter from the flow, but 

the drag may detach a seed/spore to disperse it, or cause 

damage by dislodging.

Fig. 8.2

Think about:
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In-class discussion: 

How to estimate drag for each?

Calculate the drag, under conditions set in the text (p. 168-169)
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μ
ρ

x
vzvvx 33.0=

To get the “local” drag coefficient for (c)…

Pressure drag neglected, but still skin friction 

(from shear stress)

dz
dvxμτ =

Drag or  τSD = 2

2
1 SvCD dρ=

5.0
2 Re66.066.02 −=== xdx vxSv

DC
ρ
μ

ρ

Local drag coefficient  
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Cd

Fig. 7.10
5.0Re33.1 −=dC

2.0Re072.0 −=dC

Impossible

So stay in laminar regime longer lower Cd

(dolphin skin, fish mucus may use this trick)

Flat plate  
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Does Bernoulli’s Principle work here?

NO.

B. P. assumes viscosity does not 

matter.

So the induced flow – not from 

pressure difference, but 

“viscous entrainment”

Black fly larva

Fig. 6.12

Prairie dog burrow—

A mix of two
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Living in Boundary Layers

1. Hiding on a Surface

Fig. 8.3

For “hiding”– more important for microscopic scale (e.g. 

bacteria, spore just settled on a leaf, etc.

At Macroscopic level– protruding causes lift (ch. 12)

more difficult to deal with than drag
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“Spoiler”– what’s it for?
How about Protrusions on

Mayfly nymph  蜉蝣若蟲

& Limpets  帽貝
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2. Moving fluid across the gradient

For animals pumping fluid for food– recirculating

processed water is wasteful

How to solve the problem?

Fig. 7.3

石蠶蛾幼蟲

Caddisfly larva 
Macronema

海鞘

Ascidian
Styela

(1) Few use dynamic pressure
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(2) Viscous entrainment

Black fly larva

Fig. 6.12

(3) Bernoulli’s effect–

flow induced pressure 

Fig. 7.5

Limpet
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(4) “Nozzles”– by jetting                                          

(Velocity increased by constriction)

Chimney nozzles

Communal jets

Fig. 8.4 Fig. 8.5
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3. Looking for gradients

Attached organisms dept. on flow for food, gas exchange, 

heat exchange, etc.

But where to pick (by the motile larvae)?                       

Not by the strength of flow, but by the velocity gradients

e.g. Black-fly larvae– shift positions if flow 
conditions change
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e.g. Barnacle larvae:

prefer a gradient (or 
shear rate) (Δv/Δz) of 
100 1/s  (Crisp, 1955)
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Turbulent Boundary Layer

When Re > 500,000

(i.e. In air, 20 m/s flow, 40 cm downstream on the plate, 

or    In water, 2 m/s flow, 25 cm ….. )

5376.0
ρ
μδ

v
x

= 2.0Re376.0 −= xx
δ

1. Grows thicker at a slower rate as flow moves downstream

2. A thin, laminar “sub-layer” developed beneath the 

turbulent gradient
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But, when no discrete leading edge exists

(e.g. the layer in the air/water just above the ground)

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛ −
=

0

* ln
z

dzvvx κ

(from micrometeorology)
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Flow Measurements 


